Radiographic Evaluation of Hip Implants
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Abstract
Serial radiographs are the mainstay in the longitudinal assessment of hip implants. The prosthesis, periprosthetic bone, and juxta-articular soft tissues are inspected for fracture, periosteal reaction, stress shielding, calcar resorption, osteolysis, bony remodeling, metallic debris, and heterotopic ossification. Comparison radiographs best confirm implant migration, subsidence, and aseptic loosening. Infection, particle disease, reaction to metal, and mechanical impingement are important causes of postsurgical pain, but in their earliest stages they may be difficult to diagnose using radiographs. This article addresses the role of radiography following hip arthroplasty.
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According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, ~328,000 total hip arthroplasties and 332,000 hemiarthroplasties were performed in 2010 in the United States. Among patients choosing surgery for osteoarthritis, 89% report satisfaction due to pain relief, functional improvement, and quality of life. Resurfacing arthroplasties are less common procedures with comparatively mixed results.

Serial radiographs of the pelvis, hip, and femur are routinely performed in the asymptomatic or symptomatic patient as a screening tool or first-line examination. They are used to detect hardware complications and monitor disease progression. Although cross-sectional studies have important roles in evaluating and characterizing abnormalities of periprosthetic bone and juxta-articular soft tissues, standard radiographic views facilitate longitudinal comparison with minimal or no metal artifact. In patients with hip pain, they complement clinical assessments and laboratory tests including erythrocyte sedimentation rate and C-reactive protein in suspected infection. Serum and urine ion levels (cobalt and chromium) are frequently measured due to an increased awareness of reaction to metal as a complication of arthroplasty.

Arthroplasty Types
Hip prostheses can be categorized as total or partial (hemi-) arthroplasties. Total hip arthroplasties (THAs) are most commonly performed for osteoarthritis and can be subcategorized by the articular bearing surface: hard on hard (ceramic on ceramic, metal on metal) or hard on soft (metal or ceramic on polyethylene). In hemiarthroplasties, the femoral head is replaced for conditions sparing the acetabulum and affecting only the proximal femur, such as femoral neck fracture and capital femoral necrosis. Hemiarthroplasties can be subdivided into unipolar and bipolar implants. The unipolar prosthesis has a single articulation between the femoral head component and the native acetabulum. The bipolar prosthesis has a small internal bearing that moves within a polyethylene-lined shell. This shell then articulates with the native acetabulum.

In the 1990s, resurfacing arthroplasty (RA) became a popular choice in the young, active patient with solid bone stock. Indications quickly expanded to included older active patients as well as individuals with inflammatory arthropathy, fracture deformity, or postoperative change. Instead of replacing the entire femoral head and neck, a cap is placed on the femoral neck, which is preserved. Currently, RAs are a predominantly metal-on-metal bearing with noncemented acetabular and cemented femoral components (Birmingham resurfacing technique), in which the cement is hidden beneath the femoral head. The metaphyseal stem may be cemented or noncemented. Compared with THAs, RAs have the advantage of bone stock preservation that enables conversion to THA later in life. Other advantages include stability with decreased dislocation, functional outcome, lower rates of aseptic loosening, and higher 5-year survival. These advantages are counterbalanced by important risks such as femoral neck fracture, necrosis of the femoral head remnant, and reaction to metal leading to osteolysis.
pseudotumor, and chromosomal translocations in adjacent tissues due to the shedding of metal ions in the first 2 years (the wearing-in phase)\textsuperscript{9,10,14–20}

**Radiographic Technique, Evaluation, and Abnormalities**

Evaluation of the arthroplasty begins with a frontal view of the pelvis (\textsuperscript{Fig. 2}). Additional orthogonal views, either a “frog leg” or cross-table lateral, are valuable in assessing the anteroposterior axis of the implant and the orientation of the acetabular component. Radiographs must include a margin around the prosthesis to evaluate the adjacent bony and soft tissue structures.\textsuperscript{21,22}

Proper alignment of the THA is important for longevity and stability. The inclination (abduction angle) of the acetabulum should be $\sim$ 45 degrees (range: 35–55 degrees). Acetabular version should be $\sim$ 20 degrees of anteversion (range: 10–30 degrees) and is evaluated on a cross-table lateral radiograph. However, because anteversion is affected by pelvic or thigh rotation, version should not be measured in these cases, and only extreme anteversion or the presence of retroversion should be noted.\textsuperscript{2,23} The vertical and horizontal centers of rotation are also important to evaluate. If the component is placed too high, the surrounding muscles will be lax. If the component is too low, the stretched muscles may go into spasm. In both situations, the muscles are less effective in stabilizing the joint. In a normal hip, the iliopsoas tendon passes just lateral to the center of the femoral head, and therefore iliopsoas contractions help to stabilize the joint. If the component is placed too lateral, and the tendon passes medial to the center of the femoral head, iliopsoas contractions will destabilize the joint, increasing the probability of dislocation. Finally, the position of the femoral stem should be evaluated. For a noncemented femoral component, a neutral position within the medullary canal is optimal. Slight valgus position of the femoral stem, where the distal aspect of the femoral stem is directed toward the medial femoral endosteum, is generally acceptable. Varus position of the femoral stem, where the distal aspect of the femoral stem is directed toward the lateral femoral endosteum, increases the risk for early loosening.\textsuperscript{24}

The femoral component of a RA should be $\sim$ 5 to 10 degrees valgus relative to the femoral neck. Varus or excessive valgus angulation can lead to notching and fracture or loosening as a result. Depending on the manufacturer, the acetabular component should be in 30 to 50 degrees of abduction and 15 to 25 degrees of anteversion.\textsuperscript{25,26}

On radiographs, the location of an osseous lucency adjacent to the acetabular component can be described according to DeLee and Charnley\textsuperscript{27} zones, and the location of an osseous lucency adjacent to the femoral components can be described according to Gruen zones on the frontal and lateral views (\textsuperscript{Fig. 3}).\textsuperscript{2,28} Lucency around the femoral component of a resurfacing arthroplasty stem should be described according to the system developed by Amstutz et al. Zone 1 is the area superior to the stem, zone 2 is the area at the stem tip, and zone 3 is the area inferior to the stem (\textsuperscript{Fig. 4}).\textsuperscript{13}

A well-fixed noncemented acetabular component may demonstrate close apposition to the bone without any lucency around the component, medial stress shielding, suprolateral buttressing (\textsuperscript{Fig. 5}), inferomedial buttressing, and a radial trabecular pattern in the periacetabular bone (\textsuperscript{Fig. 6}). If three or more of these findings are present, the positive

---

**Fig. 1** Frontal radiograph of the left hip in a 60-year-old man showing normal appearance of a resurfacing arthroplasty. The femoral head is cemented, but the cement is not visible on radiographs. The metaphyseal stem is noncemented. There is no periprosthetic lucency, and the femoral stem is essentially parallel to the long axis of the femoral neck.

**Fig. 2** Schematic of frontal view of the pelvis with a right total hip arthroplasty. (a) The inclination of the acetabular component (B) is the angle it makes with the transischial line. (b) The vertical center of rotation is the vertical distance from a line joining the centers of the femoral heads (A) to the transischial line (B). (c) The horizontal center of rotation is the horizontal distance measured from the center of the femoral head to a medial landmark, such as the teardrop.
predictive value for osseous integration is 96.9% for acetabular components.\textsuperscript{29} The proximal portion of the noncemented femoral stem has a porous coating where bony ingrowth can occur to help secure the prosthesis. These areas of endosteal new bone that contact the porous surfaces are called spot welds (\textsuperscript{\textbullet}Fig. 7). Calcar atrophy (i.e., loss of bone mineral density of the proximal medial femoral cortex) also indicates implant stability.\textsuperscript{5,30} Stress shielding refers to transfer of the normal load from the femoral neck and intertrochanteric region to the proximal femoral diaphysis. It is most commonly seen in Grue"n zone 1, but it can involve the entire femoral shaft. It is not a sign of loosening and does not lead to osteolysis or an increased revision rate. However, the demin-eralization of the bone may present challenges during revision surgeries.\textsuperscript{24,31–34} The distal periprosthetic femoral cortex may also increase in thickness and density (hypertrophy) as a response to load transfer to that region.\textsuperscript{5,32,34}

\textbf{Mechanical (Aseptic) Loosening}

Aseptic loosening is the most common cause for THA failure and is the reason for up to 60% of arthroplasty revisions (\textsuperscript{\textbullet}Fig. 8).\textsuperscript{11,35} Diagnosis of mechanical loosening requires a negative infection work-up.\textsuperscript{2}

Loosening is defined as implant motion detected with mechanical manipulation during surgery.\textsuperscript{2,25} Motion and mechanical stress may promote synoviocyte migration into interfaces of the arthroplasty with the bone and/or cement. These synoviocytes release cytokines and also form “fibrous” or “synovial-like” membranes, also termed “membrane formation,” which can precede loosening.\textsuperscript{36,37} As a general rule, for cemented and
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\caption{(a) Frontal and (b) lateral schematics of the left hip showing the three DeLee and Charnley zones of the acetabular component (I–III) and the 14 Grue"n zones of the femoral component (1–7 on the frontal view and 8–14 on the lateral view). Note that on the lateral view, the lesser trochanter is a posterior structure. A, anterior; P, posterior.}
\end{figure}
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\caption{Frontal radiograph of a left hip resurfacing arthroplasty (same patient as in Fig. 1) showing the three zones around the femoral stem as defined by Amstutz et al. The acetabular zones are the same as for a total hip arthroplasty.}
\end{figure}
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\caption{A 73-year-old woman with noncemented right total hip arthroplasty. (a) Portable frontal radiograph in the immediate postoperative period shows gross anatomical position of the implant, a surgical drain, and soft tissue gas. (b) Frontal radiograph of the right total hip arthroplasty ~6 weeks later shows superolateral buttressing (arrows).}
\end{figure}
noncemented acetabular and femoral components, periprosthetic lucency > 1 mm is probably clinically insignificant. Lucency of 1 to 2 mm in thickness probably indicates membrane formation, and a lucency > 2 mm in thickness, especially if it is new and the lucency is not parallel to the arthroplasty (i.e., divergent), indicates loosening. For noncemented acetabular components, migration or periprosthetic lucency that is present in all three zones, appears or progresses after 2 years, or is > 2 mm in any zone are 95% sensitive and 100% specific for loosening. For cemented acetabular components, Hodgkinson et al found that if lucency was found in zone I only, zones I and II only, or in zones I, II, and III, the chance of finding mechanical loosening at surgery was 7%, 71%, and 94%, respectively. A change in inclination of the acetabular component > 4 degrees or movement > 4 mm with cement fracture also is consistent with loosening.

For noncemented femoral components, endosteal scalloping and a change in position of the arthroplasty, including migration and progressive subsidence, indicate loosening. Subsidence of the femoral component is defined as a change in the distance from the tip of the greater trochanter to the lateral shoulder of the prosthesis. Up to 2 mm of subsidence within the first year may be normal, but progression after 2 years and/or subsidence > 5 mm is abnormal for both noncemented and cemented components. A pedestal, or a new shelf of bone distal to the femoral stem tip, indicates distal load transfer and can be present if the prosthesis is stable. This should not be considered a sign of motion unless periprosthetic lucency around the stem tip is also seen. For cemented femoral components, cement fracture and component migration are diagnostic of loosening. Malik et al showed an association between lucency in Gruen zones 3 and 5 and early aseptic loosening.

Infection

After a THA, the risk of infection is ~ 1%, with a higher prevalence after revision surgeries. However, some evidence suggests that periprosthetic infections are underdiagnosed. The radiographic findings are often similar to those seen in aseptic loosening, and the diagnosis is made with a combination of history, laboratory values, and aspiration of periprosthetic fluid, which should be sent for microbiology analysis and cell count. Aspiration has a higher predictive value if it is used as a confirmatory test rather than a screening test and should be reserved for patients who have a high suspicion for infection.

Particle Disease and Metallosis

Particle disease is the body’s response to foreign particles (metal, cement, polyethylene) that are shed as a result of wear...
of the prosthesis and results in a foreign body granulomatous reaction. Larger pieces are walled off in fibrous tissue, and giant cells surround smaller pieces. Pieces < 1 mm are ingested by macrophages and multinucleated giant cells, which may result in cytokine release and surrounding osteolysis.\textsuperscript{17,24}

Many of the findings of particle disease overlap with infection and aseptic loosening. However, multiple punctate metallic particles or beads (bead shedding) around the prosthesis or asymmetric location of the femoral head component within the acetabular component (asymmetric liner wear) indicate the presence of a foreign body granulomatous reaction (\textsuperscript{\textsupERSUPERScript -Fig. 11 and -Fig. 12}).\textsuperscript{24}

Fracture
The prevalence of periprosthetic fractures has been increasing, with reported rates reaching as high as 18%, probably due to an elderly population that is living longer and with more severe osteopenia. Osteolysis and prosthetic loosening are also risk factors for fracture. Periprosthetic fractures are responsible for 9% of single-stage revision surgeries.

Intraoperative periprosthetic fractures can occur during joint dislocation, reaming, broaching, joint reduction, or arthroplasty insertion. Noncemented arthroplasties require a greater force to secure a stable fit in the femoral medullary cavity and therefore are at greater risk for fracture than cemented arthroplasties. Fractures are also more common during revision surgeries than primary surgeries and for a longer stem compared with a shorter stem.\textsuperscript{45,46} Intraoperative fractures are usually nondisplaced, in the anterior shaft of the femur, and begin at the tip of the femoral stem and progress vertically (\textsuperscript{\textsupERSUPERScript -Fig. 13}).\textsuperscript{24} Late periprosthetic fractures may be insufficiency fractures in the pubic rami, acetabulum, greater trochanter, or femoral shaft.\textsuperscript{47–49}

Periprosthetic femoral fractures can be described using the Vancouver classification, seen in \textsuperscript{-Fig. 14}. Types B1 and B2 are the most common periprosthetic fractures in primary (61%) and secondary (44%) THAs, respectively. The fractures can also be categorized as a simple cortical perforation, a nondisplaced linear fracture, or a displaced and unstable fracture, because the category affects the management.\textsuperscript{50–52}

Acetabular fractures are much less common than femoral fractures and are very uncommon during primary arthroplasty placement. Intraoperatively, the fractures may occur during dislocation, reaming, or impaction, and they are more common when placing a noncemented acetabular component. Acetabular fractures as a late complication occur either
due to severe trauma or pathologic processes in the surrounding bone. RA fractures occur in the femoral neck, and some proposed risk fractures include acetabular component notching of the femoral neck, quality of cement penetration (both inadequate and excessive), cysts in the residual femoral head and neck, uncovered areas of bone reamed during surgery, osteopenia, avascular necrosis of the femoral neck, preoperative and postoperative vertical and horizontal center of rotation offset, and preoperative and postoperative leg length discrepancy.\textsuperscript{17,54–56}

**Dislocation**

Dislocation remains the second most common reason for surgical revision and the most common immediate postoperative complication. Dislocation rates are 3.2\% with a posterior approach, 2.2\% with an anterolateral approach, 1.3\% with a transtrochanteric approach, and 0.6\% with a direct lateral approach. Although highest dislocation rates are reported with a posterior approach, it remains a popular approach because the anterolateral and direct lateral approaches require violating the abductor muscles, and the

**Fig. 10** (a) Frontal radiograph of the left hip in a 66-year-old man with a noncemented left total hip arthroplasty. There is a pedestal of bone at the tip of the femoral component that partially bridges the medullary canal (arrow). There is no periprosthetic lucency to suggest loosening. (b) Frontal radiograph of the right hip in a 58-year-old woman with a noncemented right total hip arthroplasty. There is no periprosthetic lucency to suggest loosening. (c) Frontal radiograph of the right hip in the same patient as in (b) 9 months later shows a pedestal of bone at the tip of the femoral component that partially bridges the medullary canal (solid arrow). Additionally, there is new periprosthetic lucency at Gruen zone 3 of the femoral component consistent with loosening (dotted arrows).

**Fig. 11** A 57-year-old man with right total hip arthroplasty. (a) Frontal radiograph of the right hip shows no periprosthetic lucency, and the femoral head (H) is well centered within the acetabular cup (C). The inclination angle of the acetabular cup measures 63 degrees, which is abnormally high. (b) Frontal radiograph of the right hip ~10 years later shows that the femoral head (H) is no longer centered within the acetabular cup (C). Additionally, there is extensive periprosthetic lucency involving Gruen zone 1 of the femoral component and DeLee and Charnley zones I, II, and III of the acetabular component (asterisks). The acetabular lucency extends into and involves most of the superior pubic ramus. The periprosthetic lucencies are consistent with osteolysis, and the constellation of findings is most compatible with asymmetric liner wear and particle disease.

**Fig. 12** A 48-year-old woman with noncemented left total hip arthroplasty. (a) Portable frontal radiograph in the immediate postoperative period shows gross anatomical position of the implant, surgical skin staples, and soft tissue gas. Numerous additional screws projecting over the left bony pelvis are related to open reduction and internal fixation of complex left acetabular and iliac bone fractures. (b) Frontal radiograph of the left hip approximately a year and a half later shows numerous punctate metallic radiodensities projecting medial to the prosthetic femoral neck and proximal femoral shaft remnant (oval). Additionally, there are developing periprosthetic lucencies at Gruen zone 1 of the femoral component (horizontal arrow), DeLee and Charnley zone III of the acetabular component (asterisk), as well as around the screws of the inferior aspect of the acetabular plate and screw construct and one of the screws at DeLee and Charnley zone II of the acetabular component (vertical arrows). The constellation of findings is consistent with metallosis and loosening.
Fig. 13  (a) Perioperative portable frontal radiograph of the right hip in a 70-year-old woman shows a noncemented total hip arthroplasty in gross anatomical position and soft tissue gas. At the inferior edge of the radiograph is a vertical linear lucency projecting adjacent to the tip of the femoral stem, concerning for a periprosthetic femur fracture (arrow).  (b) Additional portable frontal radiograph of the right femur in the same patient as in (a) shows the full extent of the vertical lucency projecting adjacent to the tip of the femoral stem that remains concerning for a periprosthetic femur fracture (arrows).  (c) Axial noncontrast computed tomography image through the mid-right femur in the same patient as in (a) and (b) obtained the following day confirms the periprosthetic femur fracture involving the anterior femoral cortex (arrow).  (d) Perioperative portable frontal radiograph of the right hip in a 50-year-old man shows a noncemented total hip arthroplasty in gross anatomical position, a surgical drain, and soft tissue gas. There is also a periprosthetic fracture through the superior aspect of the right ischium (arrows).

Fig. 14  Vancouver classification for periprosthetic femoral fractures.  (a) Schematics of a left femur show that the fractures are divided anatomically: Type A is a greater or lesser trochanteric fracture, type B is in the diaphysis just distal to the tip of the stem, and type C is far distal to the stem and essentially a nonrelated separate fracture. Type B is further divided: Type B1 has adequate bone stock and shows no radiographic findings of loosening, type B2 is a loose component with adequate bone stock, and type B3 is a loose component with inadequate bone stock.  (b) An 80-year-old woman with a left total hip arthroplasty with a cemented femoral component and a noncemented acetabular component. There is a periprosthetic femur fracture at the level of the distal aspect of the femoral stem. Additionally, there are extensive periprosthetic and bone–cement interface lucencies involving essentially all of the femoral component (arrows) and DeLee and Charnley zones I and III of the acetabular component (asterisks). The constellation of findings represents a Vancouver type B3 periprosthetic fracture.  (c) An 85-year-old woman with a right total hip arthroplasty with cemented femoral and acetabular components. There is a periprosthetic femur fracture centered several centimeters distal to the tip of the femoral stem, representing a Vancouver type C periprosthetic fracture. Also noted is superolateral location of the femoral head with respect to the acetabular cup, indicating asymmetric liner wear.
transtrochanteric approach requires a greater trochanteric osteotomy.12,57 In the acute postoperative period, dislocation is due to a loose pseudocapsule. Dislocation as a late complication (> 5 years from the time of replacement) is more common in older women and usually due to progressive laxity of the pseudocapsule.58 Acetabular inclination or version outside of the safe zones, abnormally high or low vertical center of rotation of the arthroplasty, and abductor denervation, avulsion, or muscle atrophy also increase the likelihood for dislocation.24,59

**Impingement**

Iliopsoas tenosynovitis and capsular impingement can also be sources of pain following arthroplasty.42,60 Head-neck geometry and ratio, a lateralized horizontal position of the acetabular cup, an oversized acetabular cup, and residual acetabular osteophytes increase the likelihood of iliopsoas tendon impingement.40,42,61,62 Fluoroscopic or ultrasound-guided injections of the iliopsoas tendon sheath can provide diagnostic information and short-term symptomatic relief, but definitive treatment may require iliopsoas tendon release.63–66 Bulky heterotopic ossification, which appears at ~ 3 to 4 weeks and matures over ~ 3 to 6 months, may also limit range of motion or cause pain from lateral soft tissue impingement. Less pronounced heterotopic ossification may also generate pain, but this topic is controversial.67,68

**Neoplasm**

Neoplasm is a rare cause of periprosthetic pain and should be considered if the patient has an atypical presentation (e.g., rapid progression of symptoms) and a history of neoplasm. Focal metastasis may have a more rounded appearance compared with periprosthetic osteolysis and/or soft tissue mass. Bloody periprosthetic aspirate may be associated with malignancy and prompt cytological analysis.69,70
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